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Abstract
Black-Scholes and Extend ed Black-Scholes Mod els:
A Comparative Sta t istical Analysis
by
Bradley Thomas Bush , Master of Scienc e
Ut ah St ate Univ ersity , 2007

Major Profes sor: Dr. Jim Powell
Department: Math ematics and Statistics
Much research has been done on options pricing. Black and Scholes [12] set th e benchmark
in 1973 with th eir mod el for arb itr age-free, risk-n eutral options valuat ion. Arbitrage-fr ee
refers to a market environm ent where pri ces are such that trading opportunities

with no

risk do not exist and risk-ne utral commoditi es earn a risk free int erest rate. Since then the
lite rature has seen a multitude of mod els impro ving the fit of the trad iti ona l Black-Scholes
(BS) model.

A bri ef overview of options and th ese models is given.

A derivation and

discussion of BS is followed by a derivation and discussion of th e Extended Black-Scholes
(EBS) mode l by Modisett an d Powell [39] which augments BS with the addition of a small
drift parameter.

A soluti on to both BS and EBS is th en given. A bootstrap method is

used to test whether EBS is a significant improv ement over BS usin g S&P500 options data.
It is concluded that not only do es EBS significant ly improve BS for the given data, but
that EBS is argu ably the most parsimonious mod el choice for such an improv ement. This
suggests that mark et price setters who ar e pr esumably using BS ma y be doing someth ing
in addition to BS whi ch is equ ivalent to fitting a drift parameter.
(32 pages)
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Chapter

1

Background
An option is a financial contract between two people: a buyer and a seller. The seller
agrees to afford the buyer the opportunity

(but not the obligation) to buy a given commodity

at a fixed price on or before a future date. Therefore, spea king specifically of stock options,
a stock option would then afford its holder the right (but not the obligation) to buy or sell
a given stock (ca lled the underlying stock) at a fixed price (called the strike price) on or
before a fixed future date (called the date of maturity).

The right to buy is called a call

option and the right to sell is called a put option. An American option can be exercised at
any time before the maturity date, where as a European option can on ly be exercised on
the date of maturity of the option. For the purposes of th is paper, the options spoken of
are considered to be European options.

In recent years options have been used extensive ly in finance to manage risk. Fischer
Black and Myron Scholes [12] introduced

the idea of risk management

using options in

1973. Since th en it has blossomed into a commonplace practice to create virtually risk-fre e
portfolios by hedging against possible losses using a combination of short and long positions.
A short position on a stock or option would be the equiva lent to having a negative amo unt of
that commod ity. A long position is equivalent to having a positive amount, so theoretically
a portfolio could be constructed

where the positives and negatives balanced each other,

or in other words , the possible losses would be countered by the possible gains creating a
risk-free environment . Hedging protects against possible losses by creating possible gains
in a portfolio that mimic the magnitude of the losses.
The Black-Scholes (BS) option pricing formula is a relatively easy method of option
valuation.

Using the market volatility and easily witnessed quantities such as the current

stock price and the risk-free interest rate an option price can be computed.

An assumption
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of BS is that the und erlying asset pric es follow geometric Browni an motion with a constant
volatility.

This means that the stock prices follow a random walk in time with a stan-

dard deviation vx per unit time, where v is the market volatility and x is the stock pric e.
Therefore the variance of the movement of the stock prices,

2
<7 ,

IJ.t, is related to the market volatility in the following manner:

over a given time period,
2

<7

= v 2 x 2 /J.t. Although

this was initi ally thought to be a good approximatio n [41], after the stock market crash in
1987 the dat a has seemed to contradict the consta nt volatility assumption [42]. On e of the
most visible testimonies of the lack of constant volatility is the impli ed volatility smile. A
ser ies of options is a group of options which are nearly ident ical in nature, differing only
in the price at which the option can be redeemed (called the strike price). Using BS one
can calculate the implied volatility in a series of options simp ly by substituting
known parameters

all of the

(using historical data) and then solving for the parameter representing

volatility. If volatility were constant, then when the implied volatilities (vertical axis) were
grap hed with respect to the different strike prices (horizontal axis) a horizontal line would
be seen. Instead of a horizontal line, the graph of somet hin g that looks more like a sm ile is
seen, hence the name [24] . Another discrepancy between the theory and the data is implied
volati lity term structure
at-the-money

[42], [18], which quantifies the variation of implied volatilities for

options with differing maturity dates.

At-the-money

means that the strike

price of the option is at or nearly equal to the market price of the underlying stock. The
term struct ures implied by the models are not cons istent with those witnessed in the data.
The body of literature attempting

to exp lain these discrepancies is constantly grow-

ing . Often alternative option pricing models will relax certain assumptions of BS, such as
constant volatility, in an attempt

to improve the theoretical to actual data fit. Many of

these alternative option pricing models can be clustered into three groups: deterministic
volatility models, stochast ic volatility models, and jump diffusion models. Deterministic
volatility models define volatility as a deterministic

function of the observable stock price

and time. Typically they use market option prices to generate implied binomial or trinomial
trees that are consistent with the market prices. For work on deterministic volat ility models
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see e.g . [22], [20], [19], [42], [6], [15], [16], and [2]. Stochastic volatility models allow th e
volatility of the underlying stock to follow a random walk (in add ition to the stock price
it self). For work on stochastic volatility models see e.g. [5], [25], [26], [33], [32], [40], [44],
[45], and [43]. And the jump diffusion models add a Poisson-driven jump process to the
returns distribution

of the underlying stock. For work on jump diffusion models see e.g.

[37], [9], [10], [1], [3], [8], [17], [28], and [31]. Among the other models that do not fit in the
above three categor ies are stoc hastic int erest rate models [35], [4] which treat interest rates
as random variables , hyperbolic models which subst itut es hyp erbol ic Levy motion for the
traditional Brownian motion [23], and univ ersa l volatility models which consist of hybr ids
of the above three categories (see [30], [14], and [13]).
Empirical stud ies have been und ertaken to compare competing option pricing models
[7], [21], [27], and [18]. It has been shown that although models found in the above three
categ ories outperformed BS when fitting data , it is very difficult, if not impossible to rank
the competing models [27]. The improv ement in performance seen in these models is encourag ing, though speaking strictly from a parsimonious view point, th ey leave much to be
desired.
In this paper we will introdu ce a sma ll perturbation

to th e BS model, following Modisett

and Pow ell [39], which we term the Extended Black-Schol es (EBS). Th e sma ll perturbation
is an impli ed drift parameter mod eling adju stme nts made at the time t he option price is
set . Th ese adjustments

can range from rounding during the option pri ce computat ion to

larg er adjustments

made during the bidding process at the tim e the option is sold. Thi s

small perturbation

is desirable for at least two reasons: it is a significant improvem ent to

BS with resp ect to data fitting , and it is only a sma ll step away from th e original BS. The
majority (if not all) of the alternative option pricing models spoken of above are much mor e
complex than and are often very different from BS. EBS shows significant improvement in
data fitting and is only marginally more complex (or different) than BS , thus making it a
parsimonious model choice.
The duration of this paper will appear as follows. Th e models of Black an d Scholes

4

[12] and Modisett and Powell [39] will be derived and solved. A bootstrapping
will be introduced to test whether the additional drift parameter
improvement over BS. This bootstrapping

method

in EBS is a significant

method is then app lied to two years of daily

S&P500 opt ions data. Results indicate that EBS is better than BS at fitting option prices,
suggesting that in practice something is being done in addition to BS akin to fitting an
implied drift parameter.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical
2.1

The Method

Models and Solutions

of Black, Merton,

and Scholes

Fischer Black and Myron Scholes (and Robert C. Merton also contr ibu ted considerably,
see [34], [35], [36] and [29]) published their options pricing formula in 1973. It has been
praised since then for what it did not use as much as for what it did use. It did not use as
an input the und erlying stock's risk premium , or in oth er words th e exp ecte d ret urn on the
stoc k (which is difficult or impossible to calcu late). What it did use was a handful of easily
observed or est imate d quantities such as time to maturity of th e option, strike pric es, risk
free interest rates, volatility, and the curr ent price of th e underlying stoc k. Two import ant
contrib ution s made by Black and Scholes are th e ideas of creating risk free portfolio s via
hedging and ar bitr age free pricing . These two novel aspects will be highlighted in the
derivation given be low.

If we look at the surfa ce level economi cs of BS , its derivat ion is very intuitiv e. Th e
form of this derivation follows [29]. For a more formal treatment

see [35], [38]. Consider

a portfolio conta inin g a single call opt ion on a stoc k along with N shares of this same
underlying stock. We wish to determine N so that the portfoli o is perfectly hedged , or
risk -free. It is ass um ed that the und erlying stoc k does not pay any dividends during the
life of the option. At t he time t this portfolio is create d , the stoc k is valued at x, and the
option is worth w(t , x). Thus the total value of the portfolio at the t ime of its creat ion is
t he value of th e lon g call position plu s the value of N short shar es of the stoc k

w( t ,x)+Nx

.
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The change in the portfolio over the inte rval [t, t

+ 6.t ], is

6.w(t ,x ) + N6. x,

(2.1)

where 6.x

= x( t + 6.t) - x and 6.w(t , x ) = w(t + 6.t , x( t + 6.t)) - w(t, x) .

With the help of Taylor's Th eorem , and observing that the exp ected value of 6.x 2
is v 2 x 2 6.t for a given t ime interval 6.t , if the stoc k und ergo es a random walk during the
interval [t, t

(2.2)

+ 6.t]

the chang e in the value (2.1) of our portfolio ca n be rewritten as

6.w(t , x)

+ N 6.x = Wt(t, x )6.t + wx(t,

x) 6.x

1

+ 2wxx( t , x )v 2x 26.t + N 6.x

.

where v 2 6.t represents the expecte d valu e of the change of th e stock over our time int erva l

[t, t

+ 6.t].
The on ly random terms in (2.2) are those including the cha nge in stoc k price, 6.x. In

this next ste p the numb er of shares of th e und erlying stock, N is given a value. If we choose

N=

-Wx

t hen t he random terms in the right side of (2.2) cance l out , leav ing us with a deterministic
(or riskless) value for the change in our portfo lio. Thus, if we hold N

= -Wx shares of the

underlying stock to each lon g ca ll option, we will have a perfectly hedged portfolio.
fact that N is negative is the mathematical

The

equivalent of say ing that if the portfolio is to

be perfect ly hedged it must cont ain Wx sho r t shares of the stock to eac h long ca ll option .
Now that N is known, a deterministic

formula for the option price ca n be deduced

using t he requirement that t he option be arb itrage free. This is accomp lished by setti ng the
change in value of the perfectly hedged portfolio equal to the value of the risk less return of
our initial investment multiplied by riskl ess interest rate r ea rn ed for the time period 6.t .
Mathematically,

(2.3)

t his is written

Wt(t, x) 6.t

+

1

2wxx(t,

x)v 2x 26.t

= [w(t , x)

- Wx(t, x)x ] r6.t.
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Simplifying (2.3), and suppr essing the ind epend ent variabl es gives us a partial differenti al equat ion for the pri ce of our option w(t, x),

(2.4)

wt

1

2 2
+ -w
xx v x = -rxwx + rw
2

,

subj ect to a condition at the time of mat urity (t = t*),

w(t*, x) = ma x [x - S, OJ ,

where S is the st rike price of the und erlying stoc k. The solution to (2.4) is th e BlackMerton-Scholes (BS ) formula (which will be derived in a mor e general context below):

(2.5)

w(t,x)

= x<P(d+)- Se-rt*<P(d_).

Here we use the cumulativ e normal distribution,

<I>(-)
, and the variabl es d± are defined as

F igure 2.1 shows t he predicted to act ual option prices as given by BS. Although BS
does a fairly good j ob fitting the data , the residual error (difference betw een predicted and
act ual option prices) is large enou gh to enco ur age improv ement. It also may prompt the
question: why is the residu al erro r so large?

2.2

The Extension

of BS by Modisett

and Powell

Modisett and Powell [39] have exte nd ed t he trad ition al BS formula by deriving a model
identi cal to BS in all asp ects save one: an impli ed drift par amete r. Thi s impli ed drift
para met er, c, is a free param eter giving this ext end ed model two free parameters:

implied

volatility (as in BS) and implied drift . Th e name of this param et er may suggest that the
price setter must speculate on the over-all trend of the underl ying stoc k to set option pri ces.
This is not the int ent of t he drif t paramete r ; it is a small perturbation

to the tra ditional
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Graph of BS and S&P500 Data
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Fig. 2.1: The graph of predicted vs act ual option prices as given by BS.
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BS that accounts for adjustments

made at the time the option prices are set; adjustment

scena rios would include (but not be limit ed to) situat ions such as rounding up or down ,
choosing slight ly different prices for the und erlying stock due its variability during a given
day, and the effect of supp ly and demand which drives the bidding on the options t hemse lves.
This perturbation

is small enough to not be detectable in a historical pricing analys is [39].

The derivation of the partial differential equat ion whose solution is the EBS formula is
very similar to that of the original Black-Scholes. A portfolio is considered which contains a
perfectly hedged position of call options and underlying stocks. More spec ifically, for every
share of stock held there exists ...L
shares of countering short call options on the underlying.
Wx
In such a portfolio , the net equity would be

and the change in equity with respect to changes in stock or option prices would be

!}.E

=

(/}.
x- /}.w).
Wx

Following the arbitrage-free

argument used in BS, the change in net equity of the

perfectly hedged portfolio must equal the net equity that would have been earne d on the
same portfolio und er a riskless interest rate r over the time period /}.t . Expressing this as
an equation gives us

(2.6)

The left side of (2.6) is the change in net value of our perfectly hedged portfolio, and the
right side is the value earned at the riskless interest rate r over tim e /}.t.
Using Taylor's theorem , the changes in option price can be written ,

(2.7)
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At this point we need to make some assumptions, similar to those made in BS, about how
the changes in stock price, ~ x, vary in time. EBS assumes that the traditional

random

walk , as seen in BS, has a slight bias, meaning the mean of the stock's random walk is not
assumed to be zero. This being said , the expectat ion (·) of terms in (2.6) an d (2.7) are

cx~t ,

(2.8)
(2.9)

where (2.8) refers to the small bias or drift in random steps and (2.9) reflecting the fact
that the variability will incr ease with the amo unt of stock pric e change. It should be noted
that for these expectat ions to provide consistent approx imation s, the drift parameter must
be sma ll, i.e. c

=0

(v 2 ).

We now multiply (2.6) by Wx and subst itut e (2.7) into (2.6). We then replacing the
changes in stock price with their expectations in (2.8) and (2.9), divide by ~t and take the
limit as ~t

~

0 and we get the Extended Black-Scholes (EBS) model

(2.10)

Wt+

1

2 2

v x Wxx

2

= (c -

r)xwx

+ rw

,

where c is th e impli ed drift paramet er.

2.3

The solution

to the Extended

Black-Scholes

Equation

Th e solution to the (2.10) follows a common solution technique.

Th e EBS equation

along with a cond ition at maturity , w(x, t = t*) = max(x - S, 0), can be solved by introducing two changes of variables , at which point (2.10) will become the classic diffusion equat ion
with a diffusion constant of ½v2 . Once this is done, the solution follows the convolution
form for the general solution for the diffusion equation. The solution to BS is the same as
that of EBS , but with c

= 0.
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To start the solution process, we introduce the first change of variable s

T

=

t* - t,

z

X
= ln S' W = e-rT u(z, T),

which eliminates the non-constant coefficients and t he exponentia l growth term . Using the
sub stitut ions

Wt=

, Wx = ½uze- rT, an d

e- rr(ru-uT)

Wxx

= e-rT(~

- ~) equat ion (2.10)

becomes

(2.11)

The condition at time t = t* becomes an initial cond ition, w(x, t * - t*) = max(S ez - S, 0),
or

(2.12)

u(x,0)

= Smax(ez

-1,0).

A second change of var iab les will eliminate the last term in equation (2.11) leav ing a
homogeneous diffusion equation. Changing to a trave ling fram e of reference,

(=

z - (c - r

+ 21 v 2 )T ,

gives

This gives a new initial condition

(2.13)

q((,T

Hence , equation (2.11) becomes :

(2.14)

= 0) = Smax(e{ -1, 0).
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The genera l solution of the diffusion equation (2.14) can be written:

(2.15)

where J(z)

= S max(e~ -1, 0) , the initial condition. Substituting the initi al cond ition (2.13)

and using the fact that the integral is zero for ~ > y gives

(2.16)

Introdu cing

equation (2. 16) becomes

(2.17)

Completing the square, using the ident ity

crf(u)

2

ru

2

= ft Jo e- t

dt ,

t*)gives
(ln (~)+(r-c+½v
)t*)]
1 +erf
y 2v t*
2
1 + erf (In (E) + (r - c- lv )t*)]

returning to the original variables , and eva lu ating at t = 0, (T =

w

(2.18)

1
-x e -ct*
2

2

~
2

1 _ *
--Se
rt

On e further transformation
th e standard

2

[

[

5

2

J2v 2 t*

gives the standard

form of the BS solution . Introducing

normal cumulative distribution ,
l
X
<I>(x)= -[1 + erf( ;;:,)] ,
2
v2

13
produces

(2.19)

where
d±

=

ln

! + (r -c± ½v2 )t*
1H

vvt*

.

This reduces to the origina l Black-Scholes soluti on (2.5) by setting c

120~ ---

Graph of BS, EBS, and S&P500 Data
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Fig. 2.2: Th e graph of predicted vs actua l optio n prices as given by BS and EBS .

Figure 2.2 shows the predicted to actual option prices given by both BS and EBS.

It can be seen that while BS does not do a poor job fitting the data, EBS is ind eed an
improvement in data fit .
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Chapter 3
Statistical
3.1

Testing

Significance

Analysis

of the New Parameter

Is the addition of a drift paramet er c to the classical BS statistica lly warranted?
other words , lookin g at EBS from a parsimonious
comp lexity be supported
answere d statistically
parameters

3. 1. 1

In

point of view, can the slight incr ease in

by a significant improvem ent in mod el fit ? Thi s question can b e

via hypoth esis testing.

As a pr eliminar y ste p to hypot hesis testing,

must be est imat ed for both BS and EBS.

Parameter

Estimation

Sinc e we hav e access on ly to th e open ing, closing, lowest, and high est dail y pric es, we
simula te a seq uence of prices within a d ay by assuming that und erlyin g stock prices follow
a uniform dist ribution with t he range b etwee n the lowest and highest daily pric e. We will
denote opt ion prices simul ated via BS lbs ( ·), and those simu lated v ia EBS

f ebs( ·)

.

Usi ng BS , the lone free p arameter v can be est im ate d by minimizing
K

(3.1)

Sbs (v)

I

=LL

[wi -

lbs (xki,

2

Si, t , r, v)]

,

k= l i= l

where wi, i

=

var iab les

t, r, and v are those used in BS , namely st rik e pric e, time to maturity of option ,

Si,

1, ... , I , is a single series (in a fixed day) of observed opt ion prices. The

risk-fr ee int erest rate, and implied volatility, resp ect ively. Again, sin ce it is reaso nabl e to
use any stock price within the daily high and low to calculate the option pric es, the curr ent
stoc k pric e Xik is random ly chosen from a uniform distribution

rang ing b etwee n t he high

and low of the resp ect ive day. These curr ent (ra ndom) stock pric es Xik are random both
inter -ser ies and intr a-series. Not only do we use different random current stoc k pric es for

15
each ser ies, we use different random current stock prices to calculate each price within a
series. Thus for each strike price

there are k random stock prices used when minimizing

Si

to find the optima l volatility parameter.

Using EBS , the two fee parameters
K

(3.2)

Sebs (v, c)

=

ters by llebs and

3.1.2

[wi- f ebs (xki, Si, t, r , v, c)]2

,

i=l

us ed in BS, with the exception of c,

We denote the est im ated volatility and drift parame-

c,respectively.

Hypothesis
Traditional

by

v and c can be est im ated by minimizing

where the variables are ident ical to the minimization
which is the implied drift parameter.

volatility parameter

I

LL
k=l

We denote this estimated

Testing

hypothesis testing creates an env ironm ent in which to quantitatively

lenge an assumed correct hypothesis,

ca lled the null hypothesis,

ev idence is obtained to rej ect Ho, then an alternative hypothesis,

chal-

denoted Ho. If sufficient

HA , may be acce pted in

its place .
A test statistic

differentiating

Ho and HA must be constructed.

observing such a statistic under the assumption
null is rej ected and the alternative

is accepted.

If the probability

of

that Ho is true is small enough, then the
The rejection region for the test statistic is

defined by a numb er called the critical value. Th e test statistic is compared to the critica l
number when deciding whether to reject or not reject the null. If the distribution

of the

test statistic is known , then the critica l value can be found using tables for the appropriate
distribution.
distribution

If the distribution

of the test statistic

is not known , then an approximating

must be found (or created) from which to calcu late the critical value.

We want to test the hypothesis

Ho : c = 0

vs.

HA : c -/=0 .
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In our particular case, each of our M

= 400

days of data consist of a single series of

option pric es. For each day of data , between November 4, 2003 and Novemb er 3, 2005, we
want to test wh eth er th e add ition of th e drift parameter c is statist ically warranted.
We can view Sbs (Libs) and Sebs (vebs,c) from the previous sect ion as measuring the
goo dness of fit of both BS and EBS, respectiv ely. Since they repr esent the discrep ancies
betwee n mod el predictions and the actual observatio ns, t he sma ller the value the better
the fit of the respective model. If HA is tru e (i.e. EBS significantly fits the data bett er),
th en the stat istic

St(f:b•{)
should
bs Vbs

be sma ll because the value in th e numerator would be

significant ly sma ller than that of the denomin ator. Similarly , the stat istic

L = - 2 log Sebs (Llebs,c)
Sbs (Libs)

(3.3)

= 2 [log S bs (,1/bs) -

A

should be large. Th e stat ist ic

L is related

log S ebs(Vebs,
,
' )]
C

to t he commonl y used Log Genera lized Likelihood

Ratio (LGLR) statist ic. For a rigorous tr eatment of the LGLR stat ist ic and the reg ular ity
conditions mention ed be low, see e.g. sections 6.2 and 6.3 of Bickel and Do cksum [11]. If th e
vectors of act ual observations

Wi

had a multiv ariate normal distributi on ,

L would

to t he LGLR statist ic, asymptot ically possessing a chi-sq uare d distribution

wit h

be equal
1·

degrees

of freedom as the sa mpl e size increases. The numb er of degrees of freedom, r, is equ al to
the difference between the number of paramete rs est imat ed und er the alternat ive and und er
the nu ll; in our case r

= 1.

Unfortunate ly, the option prices do not necessarily follow a norm al distribution, so the
distr ibuti on of

L

must be constructed . To approx imate th e distr ibuti on of

we reso rt to the bootstrap

L

und er Ho

method. We gene rate B = 10, 000 simul ated test statist ics

Ls

whic h sat isfy Ho by imp osing t he null (i.e. c = 0) on equat ions (3.2) and (3.1), and t hen
comput ing

Ls as given in

(3.3). Wh en we say th at we are imp osing the nu ll, we mean that

we are rep lacing th e act ual option prices

Wi

in equations (3.2) and (3.1) with simulated ones

which impo se the null

(3.4)

ii\=

lbs(Xb,si, t ,r,v)'

b=l , ... ,M
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thus creating a distribution

of 10,000 test statistics

that behave as if the null were in fact

true. Stock prices, Xb, are generated using a uniform random distribution
interval between the daily low and daily high for the respective
order the 10,000 test statistics to find the critical value of
confidence level. If
the additional

L > Cs, then

drift parameter

days prices.

Cs corresponding

we reject Ho and conclude that, for the

c is statistically

supported

taken from the
We then

to the desired

mth

days data ,

by a significant improvement in

the model fit. We repeat this process for all M days in our sample of data.
A complimentary

approach

is to us e P-values.

The P-value is the probability

the test statistic is larger than the observed value of this statistic.

that

It measures how much

evidence we have aga inst the null hypoth esis Ho; the lower the P-valu e the mor e evidence
we have against the null . The higher th e P-value the less evidence we have against the null.
The bootstrap

method introduced

finding the percentage

L. A

above allows us to calculate the P-v alues with ease by

of the bootstrap

stat isti cs that are larg er than the observed value

P-value smaller than 0.05 is equival ent to rejecting the null at a 5 percent confidence

leve l. Reporting

P-valu es has an obvious adva nt age over testing at a sp ecified confidence

leve l; not only do es a P-valu e tell us if we ca n reject the null , it also tells us how strong
the ev iden ce aga inst the null is: a P-valu e close to zero is mu ch more persuasive than one
barely below the rejection threshold.

3.2

Application

of Statistical

Analysis

to the S&P500

To test the signifi cance of the add ition al parameter

Index

c found in EBS, we appl y the

sta ti stica l analy sis descr ib ed in the pr ev iou s sect ion to S&P500 call options data from the
Options Pric e Reporting Authority, OPRA. OPRA is a committee of five options exc hanges
(AMEX, BOX , CBOE , CBOT, ISE , PCX , PHLX) which provid es option inform at ion. Our
data consists of daily series of option prices beginning November 4, 2003 and ending November 3, 2005. All of our options have the same maturity date: Decemb er 19, 2005. Originally
our data consist ed of 505 subsets of information,

each containing the historical data for all

of the param eters needed to recreate a series of option prices for both BS and EBS (excluding drift and/or volatility).

Th e fourteen strike prices in our series are as follows: 1120,
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1125, 1150, 1160, 1175, 1200, 1215, 1225, 1250, 1275, 1300, 1325, 1350, 1375. This original
data set was refin ed by elim inatin g days for which no option pric es were set or ju st a single
option price was set.
After the refinement of the dat a, we were left with 400 sub sets upon which to run our
ana lysis . Figure 3.1 shows all 400 p-valu es. For the 10% confidence level 287 out of 400
Graph of P-Values for All Data Sets
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Fig. 3.1: The graph of the p-values for all 400 data sets.

days rejected Ho (71.75%) . At 5% and 1% confidence levels , in 273 out of 400 an d 243 out
of 400 days rejectio n was observed (68.25% and 60.75% respect ively). To visualize these
res ult s, figure 3.2 shows all P-valu es und er the 1%, 5%, and 10% thresholds.

As can be

seen from figure 3.2, the P-values that are below th e 1% thr eshold are very close to zero ,
thu s strengthen ing our conclus ions.

It is also inter est ing to note that wh en a plot of P-values vs. the 400 optima l drift
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Graph of P-Values vs Trend
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parameters

observed in our ana lysis is created 3.3 , it can been seen that there exists a

negative corre lat ion between the value of the drift parameters and the P-values. The dashed
line in figure 3.3 shows the difference between the mean value of the drift parameters with
P-values ::; 10% and those with P-values 2: 90%. With only a few exceptions, as the Pvalues increase the observed interv al of drift parameters decreases, concentrating near zero.
This suggests that , genera lly speaking, when EBS failed to significantly impro ve upon BS
there was little drift observed in the data.

Conversely, EBS significantly improved the fit

of the data there was much more drift observed. The improvement in the goodness of fit
offered by EBS is promising.
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Chapter

4

Conclusion
4.1

Summary
This paper has presented

a small drift parameter
stat istically supported

a bootstrap

to the traditional

approach to testing whether the addition of
Black-Scholes (BS) model for option pricing is

by a significant improv eme nt in data fit. It was found that in the

majority of the data that the addition of a drift parameter
of the data used.

A negative correlation

simulations and the P-values was noted.

significantly improved the fit

betwee n the optimal drift param ete rs in our
The Extended

Black-Scholes (EBS) model was

found to be a significant improvement to BS when fitting S&P500 options data.
This finding begs the question: why is EBS a better fit then BS? Why is the residual
error (difference between predicted and actual option prices) in BS as large as it is? What
phenomenon is being overlooked by BS that is accounted for in EBS? It is likely that t hose
who are selling options are doing something

in addition to using BS to comp ute option

prices. What are sellers doing? There doesn't seem to be a consensus (see [24]). It has been
shown in this paper t hat EBS statistically

captures a significant portion of sellers deviation

from BS .
While the implied drift parameter in EBS is not intend ed to address a spec ific market
phenomenon, genera lly speaking, there exists a certa in amount of residual prediction error
in BS. This residual error may be caused by small adjustments

in price sett ing such as

rounding or larg er adjustments due to the fact that options prices really aren't set, but are
bid on and driven up or down according to supply and demand.

Say, for example, that a

com pany has recently posted impr essive gains and is enjoying a positive public image. Th e
demand for options on this companies stock by specu lato rs might persuade option sellers to
ask a little more than normal (and get it) since the near future looks bright for this company

23
and specu lators may believe t hey can sti ll make money (even with higher opt ion prices) as
the compan ies stoc k cont inu es to rise. This perception and reaction by the buyers and
count er-act ion by the sellers would constitute an exam ple of adjustments

in option pr icing

due to suppl y and deman d. It is a significant portion of this residua l erro r that is exp lained
by t he drift parameter in EBS.
While many models have impro ved the fit of t heoret ical to act ual opt ion pri ces, the
improvement has come at the cost of relaxing underlying theoretical ass ump t ions such as
consta nt volatility, perfectly hedged portfolios, and arbitrage free valuation.

Since EBS

was found to significantly improv e the fit of S&P500 options dat a without relaxing these
assump tions, it is concl ud ed that it is a parsimonious model choice when seeking to improve
the fit of BS.
Possible future research could extend the data ana lysis to include other markets and
commod it ies besides the S&P500 index. Effort could also be made to derive closed form
solutions for the higher -order moments (variance, skewness, and kurtosis) of EBS thus
enab ling a theoretica l ana lysis to be undertaken.
term structure

This extended ana lysis could include the

(the manner in which it varies with respect to differing matur ities) of the

volati lity imp lied by EBS to see if it is a consistent descr ipt ion of reality.
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